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Un algorithme de controˆle explicite pour les files d’attentes FIFO
optiques
Re´sume´ : Avec les avance´es re´centes dans le domaine des re´seaux optiques, chercher a` construire des files
d’attente optiques de complexite´ minimale s’annonce prometteur. Dans [2], il a e´te´ montre´ qu’une file d’attente
FIFO optique peut eˆtre construite de manie`re re´cursive par la concate´nation de cellules optiques, qui sont
constitue´es de routeurs optiques 2× 2 et de fibres optiques. Mais, comme la construction donne´e est re´cursive,
on ne peut pas en de´duire directement un algorithme de controˆle des cellules optiques. La principale contribution
de ce rapport est de fournir un algorithme de controˆle explicite des cellules. Nous montrons que cet algorithme
a une complexite´ spatiale et temporelle en O((logB)2) ou` B est la capacite´ de la file d’attente.
Mots-cle´s : Re´seaux tout-optique, algorithmes
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a(t) d a(t− d)
Figure 1: A delay line with delay d.
1 Introduction
An important issue in communication systems is to resolve the conflicts for packets competing for the same
resource. Traditionally, this is made by switching and queuing packets in some network elements, switches and
buffers. Those elements make use of electronic memories. However, the recent development of optical networks
leads to a very high transmission rate based on photons, and the transmission rate of electronic memories simply
cannot keep up with that of optical networks.
Two solutions have been proposed to overcome this problem. The first one is to use parallel switches so that
the transmission rate is higher (see e.g., [8] and references therein), but this becomes very costly, and one needs
to make optical-electronic and electronic-optical conversions. The second solution is to design optical network
elements and resolve the conflicts on optical packets directly. The main difficulty of this approach is that optical
packets can not be stored as easily as electronic packets because of their photonic nature (packets cannot be
“stopped”). They always move, and one has to make them circulate in a network element in such a way that
they can exit the system at the requested time.
One of the approaches that has already appeared in [6, 4, 10, 7] is to make use of optical switches and fiber
delay lines. The switches enable the control of the packets and the delay lines make the packets circulate in
the system so that they are stored and waiting for their departure. The challenge is then to design network
elements and find the corresponding control algorithms to efficiently emulate the network elements that already
exist for electronic packets. There already exist some designs that can emulate some network elements, such as
FIFO multiplexers in [6, 3, 5], FIFO queues in [2], delay lines in [1], and priority queues in [9].
In [2], it was shown that an optical FIFO queue can be constructed recursively by a concatenation of scaled
optical memory cells, that in turn are made by 2×2 switches and fiber delay lines. However, as the construction
is recursive, there is no explicit control algorithm for the 2 × 2 switches in [2]. The main contribution of this
paper is to provide an explicit control algorithm for the 2 × 2 switches in that construction. Our main idea is
to represent a scaled optical memory cell with scaling factor B by B separate buffers. Each of them is capable
of holding exactly one packet. By so doing, we are able to map the optical FIFO queue in [2] to a network of
buffers with periodically activated parallel paths. By introducing the concept of target buffer, a packet, when
activated, is then routed to the buffer that is closest to its target buffer. We show that such an algorithm has
O((logB)2) space complexity and time complexity for an optical FIFO queue with buffer B.
2 Basic elements and FIFO queues
In this section, we introduce more precisely the elementary components of optical network elements and the
construction for the FIFO queue in [2]. Throughout the paper, we assume that packets are of the same size.
Moreover, time in all the optical links is slotted and synchronized so that a packet can be transmitted within a
time slot. A state of a link at each time t (t = 0, 1, 2, . . .) is either 0 or 1. It is 1 if there is a packet in the link
at time t and 0 if there is no packet.
Definition 1. A delay line with delay d is a network element that has one input and one output, such that, if
at time t the state of the input link is a(t), then the state of the output link is a(t−d). Fig. 1 represents a delay
line with delay d.
Delay lines are very useful to store packets in optical networks: there can be d packets stored in a line with
delay d. Each of them remains stored exactly d units of time. The other elementary element of optical networks
is the 2× 2 optical crossbar switch.
Definition 2. A 2× 2 optical crossbar switch is a network element that has two inputs and two outputs. If at
time t the input state is (a1(t), a2(t)), there can be two different output states, (a1(t), a2(t)) (the switch is in the
bar state) or (a2(t), a1(t)) (the switch is in the cross state).
An optical memory cell is the combination of those two basic elements, and when the delay line has delay
1, it can be operated as a memory cell. The bar state is used to store the information whereas the cross state
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Figure 2: Optical memory cell: (a) writing information (b) circulation information (c) reading information.
2k−1 2k1 2 2 12k−1
Figure 3: A FIFO queue with buffer 2k+1 − 1.
is used for the writing and reading operations, as shown in Fig. 2. If the delay line of such a combination is
d ∈ N \ {0, 1}, then it is called a scaled optical memory cell with scaling factor d. By abuse of the language, we
will still call it an optical memory cell.
Now we introduce the definition of a FIFO queue and its construction in [2].
Definition 3. A FIFO queue with buffer B is a network element with one input link (for the arrivals), one
control input and two output links (one for the departures and one for the losses) of respective states a(t), c(t),
d(t) and `(t) at time t. Let q(t) be the number of packets in the system at time t. Then, the FIFO queue must
satisfy the following four properties.
(P1) Flow conservation: arriving packets are either stored in the buffer, or transmitted through the two output
links:
q(t) = q(t− 1) + a(t)− d(t)− `(t).
(P2) Non-idling: if the control input is enabled (c(t) = 1), then there is always a departing packet, unless the
system is empty and there is no arriving packet:
d(t) =
{
1 if c(t) = 1 and q(t− 1) + a(t) > 0
0 otherwise.
(P3) Maximum buffer usage: if the control input is not enabled (c(t) = 0), then an arriving packet is lost only
when the buffer is full:
`(t) =
{
1 if c(t) = 0, q(t− 1) = B and a(t) = 1
0 otherwise.
(P4) FIFO: packets depart in the first in first out (FIFO) order.
It is shown in [2] that a concatenation of 2k+1 scaled optical memory cells (with scaling factors 1, 2, . . . , 2k−1, 2k, 2k−1, . . . , 2, 1)
in Figure 3 can be operated as a FIFO queue with buffer 2k+1 − 1. However, there is no explicit control algo-
rithm for the 2k + 1 2× 2 switches in the construction. In the next section, we will provide an explicit control
algorithm for the 2k + 1 2× 2 switches.
Note that in Figure 3, we only represent one output link for the departures, as the losses can be determined
upon the arrivals of the packets, and it is possible to get rid of the lost packets with a 2 × 2 optical crossbar
switch placed before the construction.
3 An explicit control algorithm for the FIFO queue
In this section, we give an explicit control algorithm for the construction in Figure 3 to operate as a FIFO
queue.
INRIA
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Figure 4: Representation of an optical memory cell with scaling factor B.
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Figure 5: Network representing Fig. 3 with buffer 15. The red line is line 5.
3.1 Active lines and target buffers
We first introduce the concepts of active lines and target buffers. As a scaled optical memory cell with scaling
factor B (see Figure 4) can be used for storing B packets, it can be viewed as a network element that consists
of B separate buffers. Each of them is capable of holding exactly one packet. However, these B buffers can
only be accessed periodically with period B because of the sequential nature of the fiber delay line with delay
B. Specifically, if we index these B buffers from 0 to B − 1, then buffer j is active (that is, can be accessed) at
time t if and only if t mod B = j.
With such a representation, we can then represent the construction in Fig. 3 by a network of buffers.
Specifically, we index the optical memory cells from right to left from 0 to 2k. Let i¯ = min(i, 2k − i). Since
the ith optical memory cell is with scaling factor 2i¯, it consists of 2i¯ separate buffers. For these buffers, we
denote by bi(j) the jth buffer of cell i, for j = 0, 1, . . . , 2i¯ − 1, and buffer bi(j) is active at time t if and only if
t mod 2i¯ = j. Sometimes, by abuse of the notation, we still denote by bi(j) the buffer bi(j mod 2i¯) when j is
larger than 2i¯.
Note that a packet stored in a buffer in cell i can be moved forward to another buffer in cell i − 1 if these
two buffers can be active at the same time. For this, we connect these two buffers by a directed link (denoted
by →). Since buffer bi(j) is active at time t when t mod 2i¯ = j, we have the following connections:
(i) For i < k and j < 2i, bi+1(j)→ bi(j) and bi+1(j + 2i)→ bi(j).
(ii) For i > k and j < 22k−i, bi(j)→ bi−1(j) and bi(j)→ bi−1(j + 2i¯).
To illustrate these connections, we plot the network of buffers for k = 3 in Fig. 5. With this representation,
it is easy to see that there are exactly 2k paths of length 2k: there is exactly one path from cell 2k on the
left to a buffer of the central cell k and exactly one path from a buffer in the central cell k to the right cell 0.
Then there is a one-to-one correspondence between the 2k paths of length 2k and the 2k buffers in the central
cell. We call those paths the lines of the network. Let us number them according to the buffer of the central
cell they contain. Specifically, for j = 0, 1, . . . , 2k − 1, line j consists of the sequence of buffers bi(j mod 2i¯),
i = 2k, 2k− 1, . . . , 1, 0. Clearly, if two buffers bi1(j1) and bi2(j2) are on the same line, say line j, then bi1(j1+1)
and bi2(j2 + 1) are on line j + 1 mod 2
k.
Lemma 1. At time t, a buffer is active if and only if it belongs to line t mod 2k.
Proof. We have to show that all the active buffers are on the same line. Suppose that t mod 2k = j. Then
the central buffer that is active is bk(j) and the active line at time t is line j. Recall that line j consists of the
sequence of buffers bi(j mod 2i¯), i = 2k, 2k − 1, . . . , 1, 0. Also, as i¯ ≤ k, we have
j mod 2i¯ = (t mod 2k) mod 2i¯
= t mod 2i¯.
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Figure 6: Target buffer.
Thus, all the buffers on line j are active at time t.
Definition 4. The active line at time t is the line where every buffer on that line is active at time t.
From Lemma 1, the active line at time t is then the line t mod 2k, and it consists of the sequence of buffers
bi(t mod 2i¯), i = 2k, 2k− 1, . . . , 1, 0. Clearly, every line is active periodically with period 2k. For example, line
5 in Figure 3 consists of the sequence of buffers: b6(0), b5(1), b4(1), b3(5), b2(1), b1(1), and b0(0). It is active at
t = 5, 13, 21, . . ..
We note that at each time slot, the only packets that can be moved are the packets stored in the buffers on
the active line. As such, the states of the optical cells (cross or bar) affect only the packets on the active line at
a given time. Suppose that there is a packet in the active buffer in cell i at time t. If cell i is in the bar state,
then that packet remains in cell i (in the same buffer). If cell i is in the cross state, then the packet is moved to
the next cell j, j < i that is in the cross state. If there is no such cell, then the packet departs from the system.
The next question is then where we move the packets stored in the buffers on the active line. For this, we
introduce the concepts of target buffer and target cell.
For clarity of our purpose, we number the packets according to their arrival order. Suppose that packet p is
in buffer bi(j) at time t− 1 (the end of the t− 1th time slot). The ideal buffer for the packet p+ 1 at time t is
defined to be bi(j + 1) (or more precisely bi(j + 1 mod 2i¯)). This is because if packet p is moved at some time
t1 ≥ t, then buffer bi(j + 1) will be active at time t1 + 1 and packet p+ 1 (if stored in the ideal buffer) can be
moved just after packet p. By so doing, the FIFO order can be preserved. If packet p is not in the system at
time t− 1, then the ideal buffer for packet p+ 1 at time t is defined to be b0(0).
Intuitively, we should move packet p + 1 to its ideal buffer when the buffer holding packet p + 1 is active.
However, its ideal buffer may not be on the active line, and we can only move packet p+1 to the closest buffer
(the buffer that has the longest common sub-path between the active line and the path to its ideal buffer). The
closest buffer on the active line to the ideal buffer is then called the target buffer. The target cell is the cell the
target buffer belongs to.
Fig. 6 illustrates the definition of the target buffer. The plain path is the active line. The symbol ’I’
represents the ideal buffer, and the symbol ’T’ represents the target buffer.
Lemma 2. Suppose that the ideal buffer of a packet is bi(j).
(i) If j mod 2i¯ = t mod 2i¯, then its target buffer at time t is its ideal buffer bi(j).
(ii) If j mod 2i¯ 6= t mod 2i¯, then its target buffer is bi∗(j mod 22k−i∗), where i∗ is the smallest cell index
such that i∗ > max[i, 2k − i] and
j mod 22k−i
∗
= t mod 22k−i
∗
. (1)
Proof. Clearly, if the ideal buffer is active at time t, i.e., j mod 2i¯ = t mod 2i¯, then the target buffer is the same
as the ideal buffer. Now suppose that the ideal buffer is not active at time t. For i ≥ k, there is only a unique
path from b2k(0) to bi(j), and this path consists of the sequence of buffers b`(j mod 22k−`), ` = 2k, 2k−1, . . . , i.
Since the active line consists of the sequence of buffers b`(t mod 2
¯`), ` = 2k, 2k − 1, . . . , 1, 0, the target buffer,
INRIA
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Figure 7: An illustration for the results in Lemma 2.
that is the closest buffer on the active line to the ideal buffer, is buffer bi∗(j mod 22k−i
∗
), where i∗ is the
smallest cell index satisfying (1).
If i < k, then b2k−i(j) is on every path from b2k(0) to bi(j). As bi(j) is not active at time t, buffer b2k−i(j)
is also not active at time t. Thus, the target buffer is on the unique path from b2k(0) to b2k−i(j), and it can be
found similarly as for the case i ≥ k.
We illustrate the results in Lemma 2 in Fig. 7: (i) the target buffer is the ideal buffer when the active line
is 0 or 2, (ii) the target buffer is b4(0) when the active line is 1 or 3.
For both cases in Lemma 2, we have the following corollary.
Corollary 1. The target buffer is on every path from b2k(0) to the ideal buffer.
3.2 Routing algorithm
The main idea of the routing algorithm is then to route a packet to its target buffer each time it is on the active
line, with one restriction when the target buffer is occupied. When the target buffer is occupied, the packet is
routed to the empty buffer that is closest to the target buffer on the active line.
We first show that our routing algorithm based on such an idea is feasible.
Lemma 3. For every packet in the system, there is a path from the buffer holding the packet to its ideal buffer.
Lemma 3 implies that the target buffer of a packet is in the path between the buffer that is holding the
packet and the ideal buffer (when the packet is on the active line). Without this, our routing algorithm cannot
be feasible as packets can only be moved forward.
Proof. Suppose that packet p + 1 is in the system and packet p is not. Then the ideal buffer is b0(0). Since
there is a path from any buffer to b0(0), the result follows trivially in this case.
Now suppose packet p is in bi1(j1) when packet p + 1 arrives. Then the ideal buffer for packet p + 1 is
bi1(j1 + 1). According to our routing algorithm, packet p + 1 is routed to a buffer, say bi3(j3), on the path
between b2k(0) and its target buffer, say bi4(j4). Now suppose that packet p is moved (maybe several times) to
another buffer bi2(j2). Then we know (i) the new ideal buffer for packet p+ 1 is then bi2(j2 + 1), and (ii) there
is a path from bi1(j1) and bi2(j2). Without loss of generality, assume line j (for some j) passes through bi1(j1)
and bi2(j2). Then bi1(j1 + 1) and bi2(j2 + 1) are on line j + 1 mod 2
k. Thus there is a path from bi1(j1 + 1) to
the new ideal buffer bi2(j2+1). Since bi1(j1+1) is the old ideal buffer of packet p+1, it follows from Corollary
1 that there is a path that passes b2k(0), bi3(j3), bi4(j4), and bi1(j1 + 1). As such, there is a path that passes
the buffer holding packet p+ 1 (i.e., bi3(j3)) and the new ideal buffer bi2(j2 + 1) after packet p is moved.
By the definition of the target cell, packet p + 1 can be moved only between its actual cell and the cell
occupied by packet p, and an arriving packet can only be routed between cell 2k and the cell of the last packet.
As such, there is a order for the packets in the buffers.
(P5) Packet order: at any time t, the packets are ordered by the index of the cells, that is, if packet p is in cell
i, then packet p+ 1 is in cell i′ ≥ i.
Moreover, observe that the ideal buffer of packet p+ 1 is always next to the buffer of packet p (if packet p
is in the system). If packet p + 1 is moved to the cell that holds packet p, then packet p + 1 and packet p are
stored contiguously. This leads to the following property of our routing algorithm.
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(P6) Contiguity: packets in one cell are ordered and contiguous, that is, if the packets in cell i are the packets
numbered from p to p+ `− 1, ` ≤ 2i¯, then there exists j such that for every r < `, packet p+ r is in buffer
bi(j + r) (or more precisely bi(j + r mod 2i¯)).
We note that if packet p is stored in buffer bi(j) and some packet p′ < p is stored in buffer bi(j + 1), then
the contiguity property in (P6) implies that packet p′ is in fact packet p − 2i¯ + 1 and cell i is full (i.e., all the
buffers bi(j), j = 0, 1 . . . , 2i¯ are occupied).
In the following lemma, we show that a packet can only be moved to two places: (i) its target buffer and
(ii) a predecessor buffer of its ideal buffer.
Lemma 4. Suppose that packet p is on the active line at time t. Packet p is either stored in its target buffer or
in the predecessor buffer of its ideal buffer on the active line at time t. In the second case, the cell that contains
its ideal buffer is also its target cell and that cell is full at time t.
Proof. We have from Lemma 3 that the target buffer of packet p is in the path between the buffer that is holding
packet p and its ideal buffer. If its target buffer is the same as the buffer that is holding packet p, then this is
the trivial case as packet p remains in that buffer and thus in its target buffer. Excluding this trivial case, let
us consider the case that its target buffer is not the same as the buffer that is holding packet p. From (P5),
we know that all the packets that are ahead of packet p must be stored in the cells ahead of its ideal buffer.
If its target buffer is not same as its ideal buffer, then its target buffer is empty and packet p is moved to its
target buffer at time t. Thus, the only reason that packet p is not put in its target buffer is because its target
buffer is the same as its ideal buffer and its ideal buffer is occupied. When this happens, packet p is put in the
predecessor buffer of its ideal buffer on the active line. Moreover, from the contiguity property in (P6) (and the
comment below (P6)), it follows that the cell that contains its ideal buffer is full.
In view of (P6), one can define the first packet in a cell as the packet that has the lowest index among all
the packets stored in that cell. From (P5), we know that only the first packet in a cell can be moved when it is
on the active line. Moreover, we know from Lemma 4 that the first packet can only be routed to its target cell
or the predecessor of its target cell. This leads to the following explicit routing algorithm for a FIFO queue in
Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1: FIFO routing algorithm for each time slot t.
begin1
Let i be the first non-empty cell (from the right);2
if the control is enabled, i.e., c = 1 then3
Route the packet in cell i outside of the system;4
else5
Route that packet in cell i to cell 0;6
while i ≤ 2k do7
Let i be the next cell whose first packet is on the active line;8
s← the target cell for the first packet in cell i;9
if cell s is full then s← s+ 1;10
Route packet in cell i to cell s;11
if there is an arrival, i.e., a = 1 then12
Let s be the target cell of the arriving packet;13
if cell s is full then s← s+ 1;14
Route the arriving packet to s;15
end16
We note that routing a packet from cell i to cell j (j < i) in Algorithm 1 can be done by setting both the
2× 2 switches of cell i and cell j to the cross state and all the 2× 2 switches between cell i and cell j to the bar
state. In the case that i = j, we can simply set the 2× 2 switch of cell i to the bar state so that the packet in
cell i remains in the same buffer.
Example 1. In this example, we illustrate the routing algorithm for a FIFO queue with buffer 7 (i.e., k = 2).
Consider the arrival process a(0) = a(1) = a(2) = a(3) = a(5) = a(6) = a(7) = 1 and a(4) = a(8) = 0 and the
control process c(0) = c(1) = c(2) = c(3) = c(6) = c(7) = c(8) = 0 and c(4) = c(5) = 1. The evolution of a
INRIA
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Figure 8: Evolution of a FIFO queue.
FIFO queue with buffer 7 is shown in Fig. 8. The plain lines are the active lines. As the first packet arrives at
time 0, this packet is stored in b0(0). Then the second (resp. third) packet arrives at time 1 (resp. 2) and it is
stored in b1(1) (resp. b1(0)). The fourth packet arrives at time 3 and it is stored in b2(3). At time 4, the control
input is enabled and the first packet leaves the system. The other packets remain in their buffers. At time 5, the
control input is also enabled and the second packet leaves the system. Packets 3 and 4 remain in their buffers.
For packet 5, its ideal buffer is b2(0), marked with symbol ’I’. The target buffer of packet 5 is b4(0) and it is
stored there. At time 6, the ideal buffer of packet 5 is still b2(0), but its target buffer is changed to b3(0). Thus,
packet 5 is moved to b3(0) at time 6. Packet 6, arriving at time 6, is stored in b4(0). The readers should have
no trouble to walk through the evolution at time 7 and at time 8.
3.3 The proof
We now prove that with Algorithm 1, the construction in Figure 3 behaves like a FIFO queue with buffer
2k+1 − 1 when it is started from the empty system.
Lemma 5. If packet p is on the active line at some time t and moved forward to another cell (or out of the
system), then packet p+ 1 is on the active line at time t+ 1.
Proof. Suppose that packet p is stored in bi(j) during the previous move of packet p+ 1. Then the ideal buffer
of packet p+1 in it previous move is bi(j+1). Since bi(j) is assumed to be on the active line at time t, bi(j+1)
is on the active line at time t+ 1. In view of Lemma 4, we need to consider the following two cases.
Case 1. packet p+ 1 is stored in its target buffer in its previous move:
From Corollary 1, it follows that the target buffer of packet p+ 1 in it previous move is on every path from
b2k(0) to bi(j + 1). As packet p + 1 is stored in its target buffer in its previous move and bi(j + 1) is on the
active line at time t+ 1, packet p+ 1 is also on the active line at time t+ 1.
Case 2. packet p+ 1 is stored in a predecessor buffer of its ideal buffer in its previous move:
From Lemma 4 and (P6), we know (i) packet p+1 is stored in a predecessor buffer of bi(j +1), and (ii) cell
i is full and contains packets from p− 2i¯ + 1 to p with packet p− 2i¯ + 1 in bi(j + 1). For i ≥ k, bi(j + 1) only
has one predecessor buffer. Thus, both bi(j + 1) and its predecessor buffer are on the active line at time t+ 1.
For i < k, there are two predecessor buffers of bi(j + 1). One is active at time t + 1 and the other is active at
time t − 2i + 1. If packet p + 1 is stored in the one that is active at time t + 1, then the proof is completed.
Thus, it suffices to consider the case that packet p+ 1 is stored in the predecessor buffer that is active at time
t− 2i+1. Since packet p is assumed to be moved to another cell at time t, packet p− 2i+1, as the first packet
of cell i, must have been be moved to another cell not later than time t− 2i + 1 (because it takes at least one
time slot to move a packet). As such, packet p+ 1 can be put in bi(j + 1) at time t− 2i + 1 and it is then on
the active line at time t+ 1.
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Lemma 6. The first packet on the active line is always the next packet to serve. More precisely, if packet p is
moved to the output link at time t, then at time t + 1, packet p + 1 can be either moved to the output link (if
c(t+ 1) = 1) or be moved to buffer b0(0) (if c(t+ 1) = 0).
Proof. We prove the result by induction on the number of arrived packets in the system. When no packet
entered the system yet, the result trivially holds. Suppose now that for the first p packets, that result holds.
Now consider packet p+ 1. Suppose that packet p is moved to the output link at time t. Then it follows from
Lemma 5 that packet p+1 is on the active line at time t+1. As such, packet p+1 can be either moved to the
output link (if c(t+ 1) = 1) or be moved to buffer b0(0) (if c(t+ 1) = 0).
Lemma 6 shows that the non-idling property in (P2) and the FIFO property in (P4) hold. It remains to
show that the capacity of that queue is at least 2k+1 − 1. For this, we use an argument similar to that in [2].
During one busy period (and let say that it begins at time 0), the odd lines between cells 2k − 1 and 1 form a
FIFO queue for the odd time slots and the even lines between cells 2k − 1 and 1 form another FIFO queue for
the even time slots. Indeed, a packet can enter a buffer on a even line between cells 2k − 1 and 1 at even time
slots, and move on it and exit it at even time slots. The same holds for the odd lines at odd time slots. As the
target buffer of a packet is always on the next line of that of the previous packet, every two arriving packet is
sent to one of the two queues while the other packets are sent to the other. We call the system composed by
the odd lines the odd queue and the system composed by the even lines the even queue.
Lemma 7. Let no (resp. ne) be the number of packets in the odd (resp. even) queue. Then |no − ne| ≤ 1 and
if the next packet must be routed to the odd (resp. even) queue, then ne ≥ no (resp. no ≥ ne).
Proof. Suppose, without loss of generality, that during a busy period, odd (resp. even) numbered packets are
sent to the odd (resp. even) queue and that the first packet in the buffer is an odd numbered packet. As the
queue is FIFO, if there are p packets in the system, they are numbered from 2m + 1 to 2m + 1 + p − 1 (for
some m) and 0 ≤ no−ne ≤ 1. If the next packet to arrive is odd, then this means that no = ne and if the next
packet to arrive is even then no − ne = 1.
Lemma 8. If there are less than 2k+1 − 1 packets in the system, then the system can accept new packets.
Proof. We show the result by induction on k. For k = 1, the queue composed of one cell of delay 1 is clearly a
FIFO queue with buffer 1. Suppose that the queue composed of 2k − 1 optical cells can accept at least 2k − 1
packets. Consider a system composed of 2k+1 optical cells. Its odd and even queues can accept at least 2k− 1
packets.
If a packet cannot be accepted at time t, this is because the last optical cell, cell 2k, is occupied and cannot
be moved. That cell was also occupied with the same packet at time t−1. This means that the queue where the
packet has to be routed contains at least 2k−1 packets and, according to Lemma 7, the other queue also contains
at least 2k−1 packets. In the whole, the number of packets in the system is at least 2(2k−1)+1 = 2k+1−1.
The previous lemmas enable us to state the following theorem.
Theorem 1. With the algorithm described above, the system of Fig. 3, when it starts from the empty system,
is a FIFO queue with buffer size 2k+1 − 1.
Proof. Lemma 6 ensures that (P2) and (P4) are satisfied and Lemma 8 ensures that (P3) is satisfied. (P1) is
also satisfied: a packet is routed outside of the system if and only if there is a departure (lines 3-6); if there is
an arrival, then, a new packet is routed into the system (lines 12-16); and in between, packets are just moved
inside the system (lines 7-11).
3.4 Complexity issues
We now analyze the complexity of the algorithm for a FIFO queue with buffer B = 2k+1 − 1. As the packets
are ordered by the index of cells and they are contiguous in every cell, we only have to keep track of the first
and last occupied buffers in each cell. In a whole, we need to keep in memory O(logB) numbers ranging from
0 to 2k − 1. As a consequence, the space complexity is in O((logB)2).
Each cell in the system is visited one time at each time slot. For each packet that can be moved, one needs
to find its target cell, and update the first and last occupied buffer in the cells. Those operations can be done
in O(logB) time. So the time complexity is also in O((logB)2).
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Number of optical cells O(logB)
Space complexity O((logB)2)
Time complexity O((logB)2)
4 Conclusion
In this paper, we provided an explicit control algorithm for the optical FIFO queues constructed in [2]. One of
the questions that remains unanswered is whether the construction in [2] is optimal in terms of the number of
2×2 switches. We note that the construction in Figure 3 can accept at most 2k+1−1 packets as a FIFO queue.
To see this, consider the queue of Fig. 9. If there are 4 packets in the queue, a new packet cannot be accepted
when line 1 is active, even if there is a departure. Thus, the buffer of the FIFO queue cannot exceed 3.
4
3
2
1
Figure 9: Buffer of size 3 only.
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